The interaction of formate molecules with the Cu͑110͒ surface is investigated using density-functional theory calculations. We find that in the most stable structures for low and high coverage, the formate molecules are sitting perpendicular to the Cu͑110͒ surface, and they are adsorbed in a bridge position, i.e., the O u C u O group forms a bridge between two Cu atoms. Other tested configurations are less stable by at least 0.45 eV per formate molecule. In the case of an oxygen-precovered Cu͑110͒ surface with high formate coverage ͓two molecules in a ͑2 ϫ 2͒ unit cell͔ we find a very similar adsorption geometry. We find an attractive interaction between adsorbed formate molecules on the copper surface. Our results are consistent with experimental results by scanning tunneling microscopy and photoelectron diffraction.
I. INTRODUCTION
Surface reactions involving organic molecules have attracted increasing attention recently. Apart from their traditional use in a vast number of economically important surface processes such as catalysis in chemical production, corrosion, and the fabrication of computer chips or magnetic storage devices, the behavior of biomaterials and the organic functionalization of the metallic surfaces have important applications. 1 In addition, electronic transport involving organic molecules adsorbed on metal surfaces is considered a promising pathway to nanoelectronic devices.
Within such a technological complex, it is clear that the development of future organic and/or inorganic interfaces is critically dependent on establishing a fundamental understanding of the various bonding mechanisms and lateral interactions that govern the orientation, conformation, and two-dimensional organization of these molecules at the surface.
Recent developments have enabled the chemistry field of surface science to progress from the study of simple adsorbates to the investigation of bigger and more complicated molecules, e.g., organic acids and amino acids. The carboxyl group is a well-known anchoring group for the chemical binding to metal surfaces of a large variety of organic molecules. [1] [2] [3] [4] From the theoretical point of view, to understand the binding to the metal surface of the simplest molecule that contains the carboxyl group ͑which is the formic acid͒ is a first step in the treatment of more complex molecular structures. On the other hand, the adsorption of formic acid on copper single-crystal surfaces, in particular, Cu͑110͒ surface, has also attracted considerable attention due to the identification of formate as a key stable intermediate in methanol synthesis, which is carried out commercially using copper-based catalysts. 6 The binding and ordering of molecules on surfaces is, in general, controlled by a delicate balance between competing molecule-substrate and intermolecular interactions. The adsorption on metal surfaces may change the geometrical and electronic properties of the molecule and the exact adsorption conformation may play an important role in the electron transfer from the metal to the molecule. A detailed insight into the binding geometries and the ordering of the molecules on surfaces and the specificity of the interactions that occur between anchored molecules can be obtained by performing ab initio calculations. The first question concerns the adsorption geometry and the atomic positions. The next step is understanding the electronic structure and the hybridization of orbitals in the formation of the bonds.
II. PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Formic acid adsorption has been studied experimentally on both clean and oxygen-precovered surfaces of copper. At elevated temperatures ͑300-450°C͒, formate molecules are chemically adsorbed on the Cu surface by dehydrogenation ͑on a clean surface͒ or the release of water ͑on an oxygenprecovered surface͒ of the formic acid. [7] [8] [9] [10] To determine the formate adsorption structures, several experimental methods have been used: 7, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] near-edge x-ray-absorption fine structure ͑NEXAFS͒ spectroscopy, surface-extended x-rayabsorption fine structure ͑SEXAFS͒ spectroscopy, lowenergy electron diffraction ͑LEED͒, Auger electron spectroscopy, temperature-programed desorption, scanning tunneling microscopy ͑STM͒, reflection-absorption infrared spectroscopy, and in situ infrared reflection-absorption spectroscopy.
With some of the experimental methods, it was difficult to determine how the formate molecules are chemisorbed on the copper surface. The distinction between an upright and tilted geometry, or between bidentate geometry ͑oxygen binds to two copper atoms 11, 13 ͒ and monodentate geometry ͑oxygen binds to a single copper atom 12, 13 ͒ cannot be made unambiguously. Some NEXAFS, SEXAFS, and STM experiments have suggested specific geometries: 12, 13 the molecules are adsorbed with their molecular plane perpendicular to the metal surface, and the molecules are arranged in rows with the plane formed by the carboxylate group along the ͓110͔ direction.
Experiments suggest that the formate molecules form a ͑2 ϫ 2͒ and ͑3 ϫ 1͒ superstructure on the Cu͑110͒ surface, 13 which by anealing up to 400 K regenerate in well-ordered ͑2 ϫ 2͒ and ͑4 ϫ 1͒ formate structures. 8, 10, [13] [14] [15] [16] At low coverage, there is just one molecule in the unit cell, whereas at high coverage, the unit cell contains two molecules. At high coverage on the clean surface, the formate molecules form small domains and to some extent are randomly distributed. It is assumed that there are repulsive intermolecular interactions between the molecules in the ͓001͔ direction, which increase their mobility at the surface and prevent the observation of an ordered LEED pattern or clearly interpretable STM images. 13 According to the experiments, the formate adsorption structure on the clean Cu͑110͒ surface has similarities to the ͑2 ϫ 2͒ formate structure that has been reported for the formic acid adsorption on the 0.5 ML ͑monolayer͒ oxygen-precovered copper surface. In the last case, the ͑2 ϫ 2͒ formate structure can be imaged with STM with good resolution, indicating that the formate molecules are much better ordered and more localized than on the clean surface. It seems that the repulsive interaction between the molecules can be overcome in the case of the oxygen-precovered surface. The higher formate coverage is enabled through the energetically favorable reaction of formic acid deprotonation by the preadsorbed oxygen. 13, 16 In this case, the carboxylic hydrogen leaves the surface not as H 2 but rather as H 2 O. There are two O atoms in the precovered oxygen ͑2 ϫ 2͒ unit cell. One is used for the formation of H 2 O, while the second one remains in the ͑2 ϫ 2͒ unit cell ͑i.e., 0.25 ML͒.
Several theoretical calculations using ab initio densityfunctional theory as well as semiempirical methods have been reported in the literature 17, 18 to determine the adsorption geometry of a formate molecule on the Cu͑110͒ surface. All of them are based on the cluster approach: a cluster of eight to ten copper atoms is used to model the metal surface, where the copper atoms are kept at their ideal bulk positions. These methods take into account just one formate molecule on the surface, and they can only describe the local structure of the molecule-metal surface system at very low coverage. With these methods, no information concerning the intermolecular interactions can be obtained. In the present work, several geometries and different coverages of the formate adsorption on the Cu͑110͒ surface are optimized using the supercell approach. The results obtained with this method can be compared with the cluster approach at low coverage. The supercell approach has the advantage of better simulating the real system because it takes into account a real infinite surface and also includes the interactions between the molecules when the coverage increases.
III. THEORETICAL METHOD
All calculations are based on the density-functional theory ͑DFT͒ in the generalized-gradient approximation PerdewBurke-Etrnzerhof ͑GGA-PBE͒ functional. 19 In order to solve the Kohn-Sham equations for the ground state of the valence electrons, we used an energy-minimization scheme based on the pseudopotential plane-wave ͑PPW͒ method. This PPW method approximates the crystal surface with the attached molecules by periodically arranged large supercells, and uses plane waves to expand the electronic wave functions. This has the advantage of allowing band-structure methods to be used in determining the electronic structure, and total energies and forces on the atoms to be calculated without difficulty for arbitrary arrangements of the atoms in the supercell.
Our ESTCOMPP program 20, 21 can handle norm-conserving Kleinman-Bylander ͑KB͒ pseudopotentials 22 and projectoraugmented wave ͑PAW͒ multiprojector pseudopotentials 23 to describe the electron-ion interaction. For the H atom a KBlocal potential is used for the s electron. For C and O, the 2s, 2p valence electrons, and for Cu, the 4s, 4p valence electrons as well as the 3d electrons are treated explicitly with PAW pseudopotentials. Partial-core correction was used for C, O, and Cu. The cutoff radii and reference energies used to generate the projectors, and the radii of the partial-core correction are listed in Table I . The charge augmentation within the PAW method is done in the sphere with the largest cutoff radius ͑augmentation sphere͒. For the Brillouin-zone integration, we used 12 k ជ points in the irreducible part generated with a Monkhorst-Pack scheme. 24 This is equivalent to 6 ϫ 6 ϫ 6 k ជ points for a Cu bulk calculation. We used a plane- 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to calculate the changes due to the adsorption of formate on the Cu͑110͒ surface ͑binding energy and change of geometry͒, we first optimized the structures of the formate ͑free radical͒ molecule and of the clean ͑1 ϫ 1͒ Cu͑110͒ surface. The obtained results are comparable with theoretical data reported in the literature and with experimental results. 17, 18, 25 Then we used these relaxed coordinates of the molecule and copper surface as starting positions in the molecule-surface calculations and relaxed the combined system to the minimum-energy configuration for several adsorption geometries. The obtained results are discussed in the following.
A. Formate free radical
The electronic and geometrical structures of the formate radical have been optimized using the GGA-PBE functional 19 for the exchange correlation. The molecule has been placed in a cubic box with a = 8.5 Å. To check the convergence, several additional calculations have been done: a larger box with a = 18.5 Å using gamma-point and larger k-point sets ͑up to 3 ϫ 3 ϫ 3͒ with or without C 2v symmetry.
All calculations yield the same structure within a 10 −3 Å margin of error for the bond lengths. The bond lengths and O u C u O angle are given in Table II We optimized the structure of the ͑1 ϫ 1͒ Cu͑110͒ surface using 7 and 13 Cu layers and considering a vacuum layer of 9.51 and 19.02 a B , respectively. We used a 3 ϫ 12ϫ 17 k ជ -point set in the irreducible part of the Brillouin zone and a cutoff energy of 25 Ry. The results of the interlayer relaxations for this surface are in good agreement with the experimental data and other calculations reported in the literature. In Table III the results are summarized. To our experience, the radius of the partial-core correction ͑r pcc ͒ is of great importance in obtaining the proper relaxations of the copper surface. A large r pcc will induce small relaxations ͑sometimes in the wrong direction͒ and a small r pcc will produce quite large relaxations. We optimized the r pcc of copper so that our relaxations are in very good agreement with those obtained through all-electron calculations.
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C. Formate Cu(110) surface systems
All GGA-PBE calculations of formate molecules adsorbed on the Cu͑110͒ surface have been performed using an inversion-symmetric slab containing five copper layers. The unit cell has the dimensions 4a ͱ 2 ͑perpendicular to the surface͒ and 2a, a ͱ 2 ͑parallel͒, with a = 3.641 Å being the theoretical bulk lattice constant of fcc Cu. This results in a distance of 11.53 a B between the hydrogen atoms of the formate molecules on opposite surfaces. An energy cutoff of 25 Ry and a 1 ϫ 3 ϫ 4-k point set have been used.
In the calculated structures, all atoms except the innermost Cu layer have been allowed to relax without any constraint until the forces on the atoms were less than 1 mRy/ a.u. We did not use any special symmetries, except 
Low formate coverage on Cu(110) surface
In the case of low coverage ͓one molecule in ͑2 ϫ 2͒ unit cell͔, two of the most probable configurations have been optimized. In one configuration, the oxygen atoms are sitting on top of the copper surface atoms. This is the so-called bridge position ͑the carboxylate group, OCO, is a bridge between two Cu atoms͒, where each of the oxygen atoms is forming one single bond with a copper atom ͑see Fig. 1͒ . In the second configuration, the molecule is bound in a socalled top position ͑C on top of a Cu atom͒, where each of the oxygen atoms is sitting on the surface between two copper nearest-neighbor atoms.
Atomic structure and energetics. The energy of the bridge position is 0.45 eV lower than that of the top position, which makes it more stable. This can be explained by the stronger interaction of the oxygen and copper atoms indicated by the much shorter O u Cu distances in the bridge position. The oxygen atoms are bound to the Cu͑110͒ surface in a monodentate geometry ͑each oxygen of the carboxylic group binds to a single copper atom͒. Due to the copper-oxygen interaction for both configurations, the O u C u O angle is larger than for the single formate free radical ͑128.4°for bridge, 125.3°for top, and 110.8°for free radical͒.
The relaxations of the copper atoms of the first layer depend on the existence of O u Cu interactions ͑see Table IV͒ . When the formate molecule is adsorbed in the bridge position, the copper atoms that are not bonded directly to the oxygen atoms show similar inward relaxations as on the clean Cu͑110͒ surface. In contrast, when the relaxation of the copper atoms that form bonds with the oxygen atoms is very small, the positions of these atoms are close to unrelaxed ideal surface positions. When formate is adsorbed in the top position, each oxygen atom of the molecule binds with two nearest-neighbor copper atoms. The O u Cu bond distances are larger and the relaxations of the copper atoms are quite small, i.e., the positions of the copper surface atoms are close to the ideal unrelaxed Cu͑110͒ surface.
Comparison to literature. The molecular geometries and the Cuu O bonds calculated in this work agree well with the theoretical results 17, 18 reported in the literature and the experimental data. 12 The theoretical results in the literature are for the bridge position of a single formate molecule using the cluster approach and the DFT, restricted Hartree-Fock, and semiempirical theoretical approaches. 17, 18 In the reported DFT calculation, a localized basis set and the B3LYP hybrid functional 36 for the exchange correlation have been used. In the literature, experimental data and theoretical calculations are reported for organometallic complexes of Cu 1+ with formic acid and diformate molecules. In these complexes, the oxygen atoms bind in monodentate geometry to the copper atoms. It is shown that the O u Cu 1+ attractive interaction is very strong, with the O u Cu bond length being 1.910 Å for the diformate molecule and 1.958 Å for the formic acid. 37, 38 The reported Cuu O bond length is close to our calculated Cuu O bond length ͑1.994 Å͒ for the bridge configuration of the formate molecules on the Cu͑110͒ surface. It is generally accepted that Cuu O distances of 1.91 up to 2.0 Å correspond to a strong Cuu O interaction. Electronic structure. Obviously, the chemical bonding between the carboxylate group and the copper surface is neither purely ionic ͑Coulombic͒ nor covalent. We identify that both interactions play a role in the bonding of the formate molecule with the Cu͑110͒ surface, and that the stronger covalent interaction favors the adsorption of the formate molecule via the carboxylate group in the bridge position. Detailed information on the bonding characteristics and the electronic structure of the adsorbed formate molecule can be obtained by analyzing the partial local density of states ͑PLDOS͒ and the spatial distribution of the wave functions. The energy range of interest for understanding the bonding and/or coupling of formate-Cu surface atoms is the Cu d bands between −4.5 and −1.0 eV below the Fermi level. The partial local densities of states corresponding to the low coverage for bridge and top positions are directly compared in Figs. 2͑a͒-2͑d͒, which show the PLDOS for the O atoms of the adsorbed formate molecule and for two nonequivalent Cu surface atoms ͑Cu 15 and Cu 13 ͒ integrated over the augmentation sphere.
The hybridization of the molecular orbitals with the d bands of the copper atoms clearly show up in the plots of the PLDOS. For the bridge configuration, each O atom binds to one Cu atom, and the behavior of the PLDOS for O and Cu atoms is easily understood in terms of the Anderson-Newns model, 40 which describes the interaction of a localized atomic orbital with the extended metallic states. In the case of Cu with a completely occupied d band, the model predicts that both bonding and antibonding states are formed, analog to the bonding and antibonding molecular orbitals which are formed by the orbitals of two interacting atoms ͑see Fig. 3͒ .
It turns out that this simple picture is qualitatively valid not only in the case of atomic adsorption but generally also in the case of the adsorption of molecules that use anchoring groups to bind the metal surfaces. 40, 41 The features discussed above can be identified in the PLDOS at the O atoms: There is a set of orbitals at lower energies ͑from −4 to− 2.5 eV͒ which are the bonding combinations, while the ones with higher energies ͑from −2 to− 0.8 eV͒ are the antibonding combinations. At the Cu 15 atoms ͑binding to the O atoms͒, the antibonding combinations show up in two peaks above the undistorted Cu d band, which are not present at the Cu 13 atoms ͑not binding to O atoms͒. Figure 4 shows the spatial distribution of four characteristic wave functions, two for each range ͓the corresponding PLDOS peaks can be seen in Fig. 2͑a͔͒ . They clearly show the expected binding behavior. The PLDOS analysis shows that, in general, for the bridge configuration the height of the p peaks located at the O atom and the d band peaks of Cu surface atoms are smaller compared to those for the top configuration. This indicates that for the bridge configuration much more charge is transferred from the region located near the atoms ͓the augmentation sphere ͑see Sec. III͒ where the integration for the PLDOS is done͔ to the interstitial region. Also, for the bridge configuration, the total density of states shows a downshift of the occupied energy levels compared to those for the top configuration ͓Fig. 2͑e͔͒, which leads to a lower total electron energy. In the bridge configuration, the Cuu O bond length is only slightly larger than the sum of the covalent radii of the Cu and O atoms ͑4.7%͒. Moreover, the wave-function analysis shows the interface orbitals with a clear-cut bonding and antibonding character ͑see Fig. 4͒ . Due to the effective molecule-metal hybridization of the formate highest occupied molecular orbitals, the adsorption process may indeed be described in terms of chemisorption, with the formation of the true chemical bonds at the formate-copper interface with mixed molecular and metallic character.
In the top configuration, the Cuu O bond length is much larger than the sum of the covalent radii of the Cu and O atoms ͑22.1%-27.9%͒. The wave-function analysis shows interface orbitals with no clear-cut bonding and antibonding character ͑a connected isosurface between the Cu and O atoms is achieved only when choosing a density parameter at least 2 orders of magnitude smaller compared to the bridge configuration͒. Therefore we conclude that the Cuu O bond is unlikely to be strongly covalent and the main driving force for the binding is the Coulomb interaction, as also stated by , which is the one nearer to the O atom in this configuration͒ is significantly lower. ͑e͒ Comparison of the total local density of states ͑DOS͒ as a function of energy for the two adsorption geometries ͑bridge, red; top, blue͒ of formate on Cu͑110͒.
Preuss et al. 42 The molecule-metal hybridization of the formate highest occupied molecular orbitals and the d bands of the copper surface is not as efficient as for the bridge configuration. Another proof for the Coulomb contribution to the binding of the formate molecule with the copper surface are total charge-difference plots for the two adsorption geometries ͑bridge and top positions͒. The spatially resolved charge difference, ⌬, is calculated accordingly to the formula
where HCOOuCu͑110͒ is the charge density of the relaxed formate-Cu͑110͒ system, Cu͑110͒ the charge density of the clean Cu͑110͒ surface ͑without the molecular layer͒, and HCOO the charge density of the free formate molecule placed in the respective adsorption configuration ͑bridge or top͒. Figure 5 shows the regions of electron accumulation and/or depletion displayed in red and/or blue for the isosurface value of 0.008 e / a.u. 3 . For both adsorption geometries, we identify an electron accumulation around the O atoms and a depletion of electrons from the copper surface atoms.
To summarize, from the wave-function analysis, the PL-DOS, and the total charge-difference plots, we conclude that the adsorption of the formate molecule in the bridge configuration has strong covalent Cuu O bonds due to the hybridization of the highest occupied molecular orbitals of the formate molecule with copper d bands. On the contrary, for the adsorption in top configuration, the Coulomb interaction plays the decisive role and the hybridization of the molecular levels with the d bands of the copper surface is less efficient.
High formate coverage on Cu(110) surface
For high formate coverage on the clean Cu͑110͒ surface, where two molecules are present in a ͑2 ϫ 2͒ unit cell, three different configurations are tested: one with both molecules in the bridge position ͑bridge-bridge configuration, see We present the details of the formate arrangements for high coverage in two tables: Table V shows the intramolecular bond lengths and bond angles and the atomic distances in the Cu surface, and Table VI shows the Cuu O bond lengths and relative energies. For the numbering of the atoms we refer to Fig. 6 .
Atomic structure and energetics. The most stable configuration for high coverage is the one with both molecules in the bridge position. In Table VI the energies for the other optimized configurations are given relative to the energy of the bridge configuration. A positive energy indicates that the specific structure is less stable. The geometries of the formate molecules are quite similar in all configurations with two molecules per unit cell. The main differences appear in the Cuu O bond lengths and the relaxations of the copper surface atoms. As for formate adsorption in the bridge position for low coverage ͑with one molecule per unit cell͒, the oxygen-bound copper atoms relax outward relative to the clean Cu͑110͒ surface. With two molecules per unit cell, both in bridge positions, all Cu atoms are affected and the outward relaxations are larger than for low coverage ͑see Tables IV and V͒. As discussed above, the small O u Cu bond length when both molecules are in the bridge position is indicative of a strong attractive O u Cu interaction. 3, [37] [38] [39] In the most stable structure, the O u Cu bonds are all equal. Also the outward relaxations of all copper atoms of the first layer are the same. Due to the O u Cu bonds, the inward relaxation of the clean Cu͑110͒ surface is overcompensated.
When one of the molecules is placed in the top position ͑mixed configuration͒, the energy increases by 0.52 eV, a little more than the 0.45 eV found for low coverage. As for low coverage, the increase of energy is mostly due to the different O u Cu bonds. A small contribution comes from different relaxations of the copper surface atoms. The rest of the difference can be attributed to different interactions between the formate molecules. The same is true when both molecules are in the top position. The increase of energy ͑1.03 eV͒ is larger than 2 ϫ 0.45 eV.
The stability of the phases with high or low formate coverage on Cu͑110͒ due to repulsion or attraction between the adsorbed molecules can be estimated by comparing the energies of a given area of the Cu surface for two different arrangements of the formate molecules: ͑i͒ the formate is spread out on the copper surface with low coverage ͓i.e., one molecule per ͑2 ϫ 2͒ unit cell͔ and ͑ii͒ the formate molecules are present on only half of the surface area with double ͑high͒ coverage ͓i.e., two molecules per ͑2 ϫ 2͒ unit cell͔ and half of the Cu surface area is free of formate. The two situations yield the following energy difference per formate molecule:
where E Cu͑110͒ 1formate and E Cu͑110͒ 2formate are the slab energies of the ͑2 ϫ 2͒ Cu͑110͒ unit cell with one and two molecules, respec-FIG. 5. ͑Color online͒ Total charge-difference plots for the bridge and top configurations of formate adsorbed on Cu͑110͒ compared to the isolated sytems ͑Cu, green; O, red; C, gray; and H, dark gray͒. Regions of electron accumulation and/or depletion are displayed in red ͑light gray͒ and/or blue ͑dark gray͒ for an isosurface of 0.008 e / a.u. 3 . There is an accumulation of electrons around the oxygen atoms due to a depletion of electrons from the copper surface atoms. From the smaller volume included inside the equicharge surface, we can conclude that for the bridge configuration less charge is transferred from the surface to the oxygen atoms. tively ͑with the molecules in bridge positions͒, and E Cu͑110͒ represents the energy of the clean Cu͑110͒ surface. An extra factor of 2 enters because there are two identical surfaces in the slab. If ⌬E 1 Ͼ 0, the interaction between the molecules is attractive, and it is repulsive if ⌬E 1 Ͻ 0. Our results for the total energies of the different Cu͑110͒ surfaces ͑with and without formate͒ yield a small positive energy difference, ⌬E 1 = + 0.1197 eV per molecule. This would mean that an attractive interaction of the adsorbed formate molecules exists, in contradiction to the earlier experimental suggestions 13 which postulate a repulsive interaction between formate molecules on the Cu͑110͒ surface from the fact that the highcoverage configuration is not achievable by long exposure of the Cu͑110͒ surface with formic acid in the gas phase. However, while our calculations test the equilibrium configurations of formate molecules on the surface at T = 0, the experiments draw the conclusions from the kinetics of the adsorption reaction. The ultimate test is to calculate the barrier for adsorption of a second formate molecule in the ͑2 ϫ 2͒ unit cell. We have done preliminary calculations ͑with-out allowing any relaxations͒ with the formic acid molecule approaching the copper surface in a ͑2 ϫ 2͒ unit cell which contains an adsorbed formate molecule. We estimate an energetic barrier of about 2 eV. A complete investigation requires the relaxation of all the atoms in the unit cell, but this is a very demanding calculation and has to be left for future investigations.
High formate coverage on oxygen-precovered Cu(110) surface
In the case of the oxygen-precovered Cu͑110͒ surface with two formate molecules in the ͑2 ϫ 2͒ unit cell, the oxygen atom of 0.25 ML has been placed in a hollow site ͑be-tween four copper atoms of the first layer and on top of a copper atom of the second layer͒, as is suggested by previous calculations. 35 In this case, four configurations are possible. One contains both molecules in the bridge position and another one has both molecules in the top position. For these configurations, all hollow sites of the copper surface in the unit cell are equivalent ͑Fig. 7͒. In the case when one molecule is in the bridge position and the other one is in the top position, there are two nonequivalent positions of the oxygen atom ͑0.25 ML͒ relative to the copper surface and formate molecules ͑see Fig. 7͒ .
We give the details of the arrangement of the formate molecules on the oxygen-precovered Cu͑110͒ surface in three different tables: Table VII shows the intramolecular bond lengths, bond angles, and interlayer relaxations of the Cu͑110͒ surface; Table VIII the bond lengths of the oxygen atoms of the formate molecules with the copper surface atoms and the energies of the different formate adsorption geometries; and Table IX the bond lengths of the extra oxygen atoms with the Cu surface atoms. For the numbering of the atoms we refer to Fig. 7 .
Atomic structure and energetics. In the case of the oxygen-precovered Cu͑110͒ surface, the most stable configuration also turns out to be the one with both molecules occupying bridge positions. It is characteristic for all configurations that due to the O u Cu bonds the first copper layer relaxes outward above the ideal bulk terminated positions and the first interlayer distance increases. Again the inward u O 33 ͒ relative to the second-layer atom is practically the same. The bond length of the lone oxygen atom with copper atoms of the second layer is shorter than the one formed by the oxygen of the molecules with the copper atoms of the first layer ͑see Tables VII-IX͒.  In Table VIII u O 33 ͒ are in good agreement with experimental results and theoretical calculations of the oxygen-precovered Cu͑110͒ surface. 35, 38, [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] The O 33 position is slightly above the first layer of copper atoms ͑see Fig. 7͒ . Similar to our results, Liem et al. 35 reported that at low coverage of oxygen on the Cu͑110͒ surface the most favorable adsorption site of the additional oxygen atom is not the hollow site ͑high-symmetry fourfold coordination͒. Instead, the equilibrium position corresponds to a pseudo-threefold-coordinated adsorption site. The oxygen is in a midpoint between a hollow site and two copper nearest-neighbor atoms along the ͓110͔ direction. This is explained by the closer coordination ͑shorter bond lengths͒ of the oxygen to the copper atoms for the pseudo-threefold-coordinated adsorption site.
We find that for the most stable configuration of formate adsorption on the 0.25 ML oxygen-precovered Cu͑110͒ surface ͑with both molecules in the bridge position͒, the additional oxygen atom follows the same trend: it is displaced from the hollow site and likes to coordinate closer to three Cu-surface atoms ͑see Table IX͒; the O  33 forms slightly  shorter bonds to Cu  13 and Cu  17 and longer ones with Cu   15 and Cu 19 . The direction of relaxation is the same as the one found by Liem et al. 35 ͑see Fig. 8͒ . For the oxygen precovered Cu͑110͒ surface, the energy difference between the most stable configuration ͑with both molecules in the bridge position͒ and the least stable one ͑with both molecules in the top position͒ is 0.85 eV, which is less than the corresponding energy difference for the clean surface ͑1.03 eV͒. The presence of additional oxygen apparently influences the energy difference between different formate adsorption geometries. This is not surprising since the Cu atoms participating in the formate binding are also involved in the binding of the extra oxygen.
For a characterization of the effect of the preadsorbed oxygen on the formate-formate interaction, one has to compare the adsorption energies of the formate-Cu͑110͒ system "high coverage" with and without additional oxygen ͑consid-ering both molecules in bridge positions͒. = −3.5101 eV, i.e., a positive adsorption energy difference, ⌬E 2 = + 0.4879 eV per formate molecule in favor of the clean Cu surface. This means that the oxygen does not increase the attractive interaction between the adsorbed formate molecules. But again we would like to point out that we tested the equilibrium configurations with and without oxygen at T = 0. The effect of the adsorbed oxygen might be more important for reducing the barrier for adsorption of the second formate molecule in the ͑2 ϫ 2͒ Cu͑110͒ surface cell. In fact, due to the presence of oxygen, a different reaction path for the adsorption of formate from gas-phase formic acid opened up: instead of releasing H 2 when the acid form of the molecules are adsorbed, with the additional oxygen, water can be formed. This is indeed experimentally observed. 13 A theoretical investigation of the kinetics has to be left to future investigations due to the very high computational demands.
Comparison of adsorption energies and enthalpies
In this section, we compile the energy difference due to the adsorption of formate molecules on Cu͑110͒ for different coverages and conformations. The simplest measure is the adsorption energy ͑per molecule͒ starting from preformed free formate molecules in the gas phase. This is given by
where E system is the slab energy of the formate-copper-surface system, E Cu-surface represents the slab energy of the copper surface without and/or with additional oxygen, and n is the number of formate molecules in the ͑2 ϫ 2͒ unit cell ͑n =1 for low coverage and n = 2 for high coverage͒. The extra factor of 1 / 2 is due to the fact that our slab contains two identical surfaces. This adsorption energy includes the following contributions, all of which we calculated separately: ͑1͒ the energy due to the conformational change of the adsorbed molecules and due to the interactions between the molecules constituting the molecular layer ͓this is the packing energy E packing , which can be defined as the energy necessary to bring the formate molecules from the free gas phase into a ͑2 ϫ 2͒ array structure in the gas phase͔, ͑2͒ the interaction energy of the molecular layer with the copper surface ͑the formation of the O u Cu bonds͒, and ͑3͒ the energy due to the relaxation of the copper surface under the molecular layer.
In addition, we calculated the adsorption ͑reaction͒ enthalpy at T =0 ͑⌬H T=0 ads ͒, which is defined as the difference between the sum of total energies of the products ͑formate-copper-surface system plus H 2 /H 2 O͒ minus the sum of total energies of the reactants ͑formic acid and copper surface without or with additional oxygen͒ according to
The reaction enthalpy, ⌬H T=0 ads , is the sum of the adsorption energy ͑E ads ͒, the energy necessary to break the oxygenhydrogen bond in the carboxylic group, and the energy due to the formation of the H 2 /H 2 O molecule.
The results are summarized in Table X . Our data ͑E ads and ⌬H T=0 ads ͒ suggest that the high-coverage adsorption of formate molecules on Cu͑110͒ should be the most stable configuration. The analysis of the packing energies shows that an attractive interaction between molecules in a ͑2 ϫ 2͒ array structure in the gas phase exists. This attractive interaction is even increased in the case of high coverage ͑see also the difference in the adsorption energies for low and high coverages and ⌬E 1 Ͼ 0͒. This observation is in contradiction with the experimental suggestion that a repulsive interaction exists between adsorbed molecules, because in the absence of the oxygen on the copper surface the high-coverage system cannot be clearly identified.
However, as mentioned above, the information on the reaction enthalpy is not sufficient to judge the possibility of a reaction. The reaction barriers ͑activation energies͒ decisively determine the probability of a reaction at finite temperatures.
We would like to offer some speculative ideas for contributions to the barriers in different situations. For the reaction pathways between a Cu surface ͑with and without preadsorbed oxygen͒ and formic acid, there are several contributions to the energy barriers, one of which is always the breaking of the oxygen-hydrogen bond of the carboxylic group. In the absence of oxygen on the Cu͑110͒ surface, experiments show that the low-coverage adsorption pattern ͓one formate molecule in the ͑2 ϫ 2͒ surface unit cell͔ is fully established, but high coverage ͓two formate molecules in the ͑2 ϫ 2͒ surface unit cell͔ cannot be achieved by long exposure. 13 One can easily imagine that, in order to adsorb an additional formate on the surface, the approaching formic acid molecule has to approach the already adsorbed formate very closely. Then the interaction between the systems of the two molecules comes into play, i.e., the highest occupied molecular orbital ͑HOMO͒-lowest unoccupied molecular orbital ͑LUMO͒ interaction, which is known to be sensitively dependent on the nature of the systems involved and on the geometry of approach. 49 Here we expect a rather strong repulsive interaction between the 3 system of the carboxylate group ͑uCOO͒ of the adsorbed formate molecule and the 2 system of the C v O group of the approaching formic acid, which increases the effective energy barrier for the adsorption.
There are other examples where the HOMO-LUMO interaction between the adsorbed and approaching molecules does not prevent high-coverage adsorption on the clean copper surface: oxalic acid ͑which is formed by replacing in the formic acid the hydrogen atom which binds to the carbon atom by another carboxylic group͒ is known to form a lowcoverage configuration with upright adsorption geometries on the clean Cu͑110͒ surface, which turns into a highcoverage well-ordered ͑2 ϫ 2͒ structure upon long exposure. 48 The only difference to the formic acid and/or formate case is that here the HOMO-LUMO interaction is determined by the 5 system of the adsorbed oxalate molecule and the 4 system of the approaching oxalic acid molecule. Apparently due to the larger spatial extent of the systems, in this case, the interaction is not so repulsive and the adsorption of the second oxalic acid molecule can take place.
In the case of preadsorbed oxygen on the copper surface, the high-coverage structure of the formate is immediately achieved without the low coverage as a precursor. 13 This can be understood because there is a very different reaction path with a low barrier. The hydrogen atoms detaching from the formic acid molecules react with a preadsorbed oxygen atom to form water. This very reactive path allows two formic acid molecules to approach very closely ͑with the C v O double bonds at the distant ends of the molecules͒, and the resulting two formate molecules can simultaneously bind to the Cu surface.
V. SUMMARY
We have investigated the adsorption geometry and stability of various configurations of formate on the Cu͑110͒ surface. For all configurations, we find that the formate molecules are adsorbed with the molecular plane perpendicular to the Cu͑110͒ surface.
For low coverage ͓one molecule in the ͑2 ϫ 2͒ unit cell͔, we find that the bridge position ͑each oxygen of the carboxylate group binds to a single copper atom so that the carboxylate group forms a bridge between two nearest-neighbor copper atoms along the ͓110͔ direction͒ is the stable configuration. The Cu surface atoms which are not involved in the binding to oxygen atoms show inward relaxations as on the clean Cu͑110͒ surface. In contrast, nearly no relaxation relative to the ideal unrelaxed Cu͑110͒ surface is found for the copper atoms which form the bonds with O atoms.
At high coverage ͓two molecules in the ͑2 ϫ 2͒ unit cell͔, the most stable configuration is the one with both molecules in bridge positions. The Cu͑110͒ surface atoms show small outward relaxations overcompensating the first interlayer contraction of the clean surface. The geometries of both formate molecules are quite similar to that of the molecule at low coverage.
Also in the case of high-coverage formate adsorption on the oxygen-precovered Cu͑110͒ surface, we find that the stable configuration is the one with both molecules in bridge positions. A large outward relaxation of the copper surface layer is found. The molecular geometry of the formate molecules does not change significantly and is similar to that of the previously discussed systems. The extra oxygen atom ͑the 0.25 ML oxygen͒ is only slightly displaced from the hollow site position. This oxygen atom binds more strongly to the second-layer Cu atom than to the first-layer atoms.
The Cuu O bond length is practically the same in all configurations. It does not depend on the coverage and agrees well with the experimentally measured one. 12 The additional oxygen adsorption does not influence the bond length of the oxygen atoms of the carboxylate group with the first layer of the Cu surface, but rather the adsorption energy. The main geometrical changes due to the presence of oxygen are in the first interlayer relaxations. With increasing coverage, the first Cu surface layer relaxes toward the positions corresponding to the unrelaxed ͑110͒ surface, and for the oxygen-precovered surface, the inward relaxation for the clean Cu͑110͒ surface is overcompensated and turns into a large outward relaxation.
From our calculation, we conclude that an attractive interaction between the adsorbed molecules exist. We have discussed several contributions to a high-energy barrier for the adsorption of additional formate molecules onto the formatecovered Cu surface: detachment of the H atom from the formic acid and the HOMO-LUMO repulsion between the systems of formic acid and formate. This may prevent a stable high-coverage configuration on the clean Cu surface. This situation can be reversed if the system finds it possible for the energy barrier to be lowered by a very reactive partner like preadsorbed oxygen.
